
Protect your work from contamination with one of the 
industry’s most efficient aerosol filter assemblies. Our proven 
range of filter tips reliably prevent aerosol transfer to give you 
complete peace of mind when performing your most sensitive 
assays. 
The exclusive S3 polymer was designed to increase pipetting 
accuracy by virtually eliminating tip  retention and sample 
hold-up. S3 pipette tips deliver volumes within 0.1% of the 
indicated volume, versus 0.7% for standard polymer tips. This 
provides a more accurate application. 
 

Cat. Nr. Product Quantity Price 

BT10 NEPTUNE Barrier Tips 10μl 10x96 € 59 

BT10XL NEPTUNE Barrier Tips 10μl XL 10x96 € 59 

BT20 NEPTUNE Barrier Tips 20μl 10x96 € 59 

BT100 NEPTUNE Barrier Tips 100μl 10x96 € 59 

BT200 NEPTUNE Barrier Tips 200μl 10x96 € 59 

BT1000 NEPTUNE Barrier Tips 1000μl 8x60 € 34 

 



• Made of USP VI class virgin Polystyrene, high clarity and 
toughness, high light transferability with minimal light 
distortion 
•Guaranteed even surface refinement in the growth zone 
•Alpha-numeric identification method to identify each well 
•Specially designed lid separates each well, thus preventing 
liquid or condensate cross-contamination 
•Deep spacing between the wells to prevent cross-
contamination 
•Cut corner makes the lid a “one-way“ lid 
•Special design allows easy and stable stacking 
•Optimum optical clarity for microscope observation 
•Packaged in easy to peel paper back and plastic packs 
•Test Plates are certified as having been sterilised by gamma 
radiation 
•Test plates are certified as being DNA and RNA free 
•Test plates are certified as having an endotoxin level of <0.5 
EU/ml 

OrPlate culture plates 

Cat. nr. Product Pcs/bag Bags/box Price Price (10 boxes) 

5530300 TC Test Plate, 24 wells (85 Units/box) 1 85 €35 €235 

5530100 
TC Orplate Test Plate, 96 Flat, 1 Unit/bag, 115 
Units/box 1 115 €35 €235 

1 box  - € 35 €25 
10 boxes  - €300  €250 
20 boxes  - €540 €450 
30 boxes  - €760 €600 

                                    OrTube centrifuge tubes 

Cat. Nr. Product Price 

04-5540400 15ml TC Tubes, Round, PP, 560 pcs/box €25/box 

04-5540150 50ml TC Tubes, Conical, 440 pcs/box €25/box 
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